PTP Quarterly Tax Update
At Emirates Old Trafford
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50+

Overview of the event
PTP provide CPD training to accountants,
tax advisers and lawyers. As well as
running public courses in venues across
the UK, PTP also provide in-house courses
and online video training.
Expert presenters design and deliver
training covering tax, accounting and antimoney laundering, delivered in a format
that helps professionals help their clients.
The courses give delegates confidence and
keep them up-to-date with all the technical,
legal and procedural developments which
affect the sector.

Emirates Old Trafford is a great venue.
Easy to park, well sign posted, good
catering and well-presented rooms and
facilities. This is our second year here
and we hope to use Emirates Old
Trafford for many years to come.
Giles Mooney
Managing Director, PTP Ltd

PTP focuses on current issues affecting
accounting and tax advisers, ensuring they
receive relevant news and tips in an easy
to understand format.

The Brief
PTP required a high-end venue in a great location to host its Quarterly
Tax Update. They needed a suite with good space that was filled with
natural daylight and the facilities to meet the requirements of the course
they were delivering.
With more than 50 delegates from across Manchester and the wider North
West, PTP needed a venue that could offer ample parking and easy
access via for delegates travelling via car and public transport.
When searching for a venue, PTP also required somewhere that was able
to offer quality catering and refreshments in order to keep delegates
focused and inspired throughout the day.

Results
PTP held a successful training course in the Press Lounge at Emirates
Old Trafford and both PTP and the delegates were thrilled with the venue
and the facilities on offer throughout.
One delegate commented “A well presented and excellent course in a
venue with great parking and amazing facilities inside and out”.
PTP continue to hold regular training courses at Emirates Old
Trafford including their Annual Accounting Update which was held
in May 2017 and also their next Quarterly Tax Update being held
in September 2017.
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